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I. Securities markets and their agents

1. Economic and financial environment

4

➢ The 2021 economic environment was marked by an intense recovery of activity on a global scale following the COVID-19 crisis, supported

by the mass vaccination process.

➢ However, recovery was uneven among countries and was cut short at the end of the year in a context of new uncertainties: problems in

supply chains, higher prices of raw materials, appearance of new variants of the virus (and new restrictive measures) and the intensification

of some geopolitical risks.

➢ The sharp increase in the prices of raw materials and oil pushed inflation rates to highs not seen for years in most economies and

prompted a change in the direction of monetary policy in many economies.

➢ The Spanish economy was no exception to this recovery

process and presented a notable increase (5.1%), although

this was somewhat lower than the growth posted by some

neighbouring economies.

➢ In this context, non-financial listed companies went from

showing aggregate losses in 2020 (€100 million) to profits

of €31.28 billion in 2021.



I. Securities markets and their agents

1. Economic and financial environment

5

➢ The financial environment in 2021 was marked first by this intense recovery in growth, which led to very substantial gains in share prices in

the first part of the year, and later by the appearance of various uncertainties, which gave rise to more moderate gains in the final stretch of

the year.

➢ Even so, most stock market indices rose by more than 15%. The more modest performance of the IBEX 35 (7.9%) must be seen in the

context of more subdued economic recovery and the greater weight of companies and sectors most affected by the COVID-19 crisis in the

Spanish market. Volatility and liquidity indicators remained at low levels.

➢ The debt markets performed in line with the eminently

expansive monetary policy, albeit somewhat overshadowed by

the prospect of a possible shift due to the uptick in inflation.

➢ Stress in the Spanish markets fell to a low in June (0.19) before

rising to medium-low levels (0.23-0.32).

➢ Risks: consequences of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, inflation,

complexity of monetary policy decisions, public debt, the

pandemic, etc.



I. Securities markets and their agents

2. Markets and issuers: equities
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➢ Spanish stock markets closed 2021 with 133 listed companies, five fewer

than at year-end 2020.

➢ The capitalisation of the Spanish stock markets grew by 10.2% in 2021 to

more than €638.1 billion, despite declines in the consumer services sector.

➢ A substantial increase was observed in recourse to the market as a means

of financing. The amount of capital increases was close to €15 billion

(€10.8 billion in 2020) and there was a revival in the the admission to

trading of new companies.

➢ Trading on stock exchanges totalled €693.8 billion, 11.1% less than in

2020. BME's share was 53.2% (54% in 2020, 57% in 2019).

➢ The aggregate short-selling position was little changed in 2021, ending

the year at 0.75% of capitalisation.

➢ Five takeover bids were authorised, notably including the first partial

takeover bid by a third party in accordance with the regulations in force

since 2007.

❑ 1. Analysis of the behaviour of retail investors in the financial markets during the COVID-19 crisis

❑ 2. Application of Article 137.2 of the recast text of the Securities Market Act to the price of takeover bidsEXHIBITS



I. Securities markets and their agents

2. Markets and issuers: fixed income
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o Authorisation of a new OTF: Tradition España (TEUR).

o Private fixed income issues: Once again, the amount of the

issues registered with the CNMV* (€80.09 billion) was lower

than that of issues made abroad (€123.26 billion). The

decline in securitisation issues stands out.
* SAREB issues (registered with the CNMV) have been reclassified to the Public

Administrations sector in accordance with Eurostat criteria. The amount of this

entity’s issues in 2021 was €21.08 billion.

o The amount of sustainable fixed income issues stood at

€23.12 billion in 2021 (€13.82 billion in 2020). Of the total,

€10.05 billion was issued by Public Administrations and

€13.12 billion by private companies.

o Trading. Trading of both public and private debt fell (by

33.5% and 40.8% respectively). In the case of public debt,

the decline was less pronounced in the Spanish trading

venues (18.1%).



I. Securities markets and their agents

2. Markets and issuers: derivatives and clearing, settlement and registration
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➢ Derivatives:

o Activity in the Spanish organised markets for derivative products (MEFF) fell once again in 2021 in terms of the number of contracts (-

15.6% in financial derivatives). The factors behind this trend are: the decrease in volatility compared to 2020, the worse relative

performance of the IBEX 35 and competition from other trading venues.

o The trading volume of derivatives on OTFs also decreased.

o Activity in the primary market for warrants grew (both the number of issues and the amount of the premium), but trading in the

secondary market fell.

➢ Clearing, settlement and registration:

o Registration. At the end of 2021, the number of issues registered with Iberclear was 7,721 (+4.3%) for a nominal amount of €1.84 trillion

(+2.8%). This increase was basically due to public debt assets.

o Settlement. The number of transactions settled in 2021 totalled 9.76 million (-2%), with a cash amount of €29.08 trillion (+13%). In

general, declines were observed in the number and cash amounts of the various asset classes, with the exception of cash amounts of

public debt transactions.

o Efficiency. Settlement efficiency ratios improved in 2021 both in number of transactions and in cash volumes (the failure rate for

transactions went from 8% to 6% and for cash from 4.2% to 3.7%).

o Clearing. The number of members of BME Clearing increased by three to 187, with differences among segments: increases in the energy

and derivatives segments and decreases in the repo and equity segments.



I. Securities markets and their agents

3. Financial institutions and investment services: collective investment (1)
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➢ Following the halt in the expansion of the collective investment industry during the pandemic, the sector showed strong growth in 2021.

Assets of investment funds registered with the CNMV grew by 16.1% and those of foreign CIS marketed in Spain rose by 38%, accounting

for 43.5% of the total.

➢ Assets: €324.70 billion (+16.1%). The IF portfolio remains

oriented towards assets issued abroad (75.4%, 72.1% in 2020).

Investments in other CIS account for 35% of total assets.

✓ Strong increase in assets of global funds and international

equity funds.

➢ Net subscriptions: €27.62 billion (€660 million in 2020).

➢ Return: 6.3% (0.78% in 2020).

➢ Number of funds (of a financial nature): 1,452 (63 fewer than in

2020).

Funds registered with the CNMV



I. Securities markets and their agents

3. Financial institutions and investment services: collective investment (2)
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➢ SICAVs continued to decrease both in terms of the number of

entities (-147) and the number of shareholders (-2.9%), but not

assets (+5.8%), which benefited from the markets' performance.

➢ As a result of the entry into force of Law 11/2021, 1,756

vehicles have reported their intention to deregister

shortly and 467 have said they will remain in business (63

are pending a decision).

➢ The assets of foreign CIS marketed in Spain stood at 276 billion

and the number of institutions was 1,074 (416 funds and 658

companies).

➢ The number of CIS management companies remained at 123,

while their aggregate earnings increased by 34%.

➢ Sustainable CIS. At the end of the year, the number of CIS

availing themselves of Article 8 or 9 of the SFDR was 183 (Article

8: 176 and Article 9: 7). The assets of these CIS amounted to

€68.4 billion.

❑ 3. Technical Guide on liquidity management and control of CIS.EXHIBITS



I. Securities markets and their agents

3. Financial institutions and investment services: provision of investment services, venture capital

firms and crowdfunding platforms (CPs) (1)
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➢ Provision of investment services:

o Credit institutions. Credit institutions continued to account for most of the fees and commissions received for the provision of investment

services (86.6%). An alternative view of the analysis reveals that 64% of this business corresponded to traditional commercial banks or entities

that belong to their groups.

o Broker-dealers and brokers.

o The number of Spanish entities stood at 91, four fewer than in

2020. The number of foreign entities decreased by more than

2,000 (to 946) due to Brexit.

o The aggregate profits of broker-dealers and brokers increased

by 3.1%, with an increase for brokers and a decrease for broker-

dealers.

o Traditionally less significant investment services continue to

grow, to the detriment of order processing and execution.

o Solvency margins were high in 2021 (5.3 times) – higher than in

2020 due to the deregistration of one large entity and the entry

into force of new regulations.

o Financial advisory companies: increase in the number of contracts

(28.3%) and assets under management (10.6%).



I. Securities markets and their agents

3. Financial institutions and investment services: provision of investment services, venture capital

firms and crowdfunding platforms (CPs) (2)
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➢ Venture capital firms and crowdfunding platforms (CPs)

o Venture capital firms Private equity and venture capital

activity continues to grow, as reflected in the further

increase in the number of registered entities: 143 more

vehicles, reaching a total of 671, and seven more managers,

totalling 122.

o The investment volume was close to €7.5 billion, 20%

more than in 2020.

o Crowdfunding platforms (CPs). Activity in the area of

authorisation and registration was reduced. The number of

CPs remained at 27 following one registration and one

deregistration.

12

❑ 4. ESMA statement on investment recommendations made on social networks.

❑ 5. Regulation (EU) 2020/1503 on European crowdfunding service providers for businessEXHIBITS
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II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

I. Issuers' transparency obligations: financial reporting

14

➢ Financial reporting:

o The number of annual reports received for 2020 was 281, from 146 individual issuers. The percentage of reports with unqualified

opinions was 98.6% (97.8% in the previous year).

o In some cases, requests for further information were sent to listed companies in relation to the annual accounts. These were mostly

related to accounting criteria or disclosures.

o International activities related to financial reporting were numerous (ESMA common enforcement priorities, collaboration of the CNMV

on specific reports, etc.)



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets
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➢ Information related to the non-financial information statement (NFIS)

o The NFIS, which includes information on sustainability, is part of the management report included in the annual report that must be

prepared and published by issuers of securities in regulated markets.

o The preparation of the NFIS is mandatory for all financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2017 for certain companies, the scope

of which has subsequently been expanded.

o Of the 145 issuers that submitted individual financial statements and the 136 that submitted consolidated statements for the 2020

financial year, 43 were required to include an NFIS in their individual management report and 96 in their consolidated management

report (30% and 71% of the totals, respectively). No issuers submitted reports with qualifications for 2020 (two issuers for 2019).

o For the first time, an independent report on the supervision of non-financial information was published.

I. Issuers' transparency obligations: information on sustainability and corporate governance (1)

❑ 6. The Taxonomy RegulationEXHIBITS



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

16

➢ Corporate governance report

o “Comply or explain”: The level of compliance with the new Good Governance Code was high. On average, listed companies declared that

they complied fully with 83.7% of the code's recommendations (85.7% in 2019) and partially with 9.5%.

o The percentage of women on boards increased to 26.1% in 2020 (23.4% in 2019) and 31.3% in IBEX 35 companies (27.5% in 2019). These

figures still fall short of the target of 40% of women on boards of directors by 2022 established in recommendation 15 of the Good

Governance Code.

1. Issuers' transparency obligations: information on sustainability and corporate governance (2)

❑ 7. Questions and answers about the reporting regime for related transactionsEXHIBITS



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

2. Market supervision (1)
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➢ The supervisory agenda was marked by the macroeconomic situation, legislative reforms and initiatives of market players.

o Movements in energy prices prompted enhanced monitoring of the activity of the central counterparty (CCP).

o The sharp increase in the risk of cyberattacks prompted an in-depth review of compliance by Spanish infrastructures with the CPMI-

IOSCO guidelines.

o The CNMC continues to make substantial efforts to ensure the quality of data.

o An important legislative reform in this sector was the harmonisation in the EU of settlement discipline for securities transactions.

o The integration of the BME and SIX groups is proving to be of great importance for the Spanish financial sector.

o The CNMV continued to closely supervise the proper formation of prices and the integrity of the markets, in application of the market

abuse regime.

o Tools for detecting market abuse:

✓ Daily reporting of transactions: In 2021, the CNMV received over 277 million reports (8.2% up on 2020).

✓ Reference database (FIRDS): At the end of 2021, there were six regulated markets, five multilateral trading facilities (MTFs), three

organised trading facilities (OTFs) and six systematic internalisers (SIs) registered in the CNMV’s FIRDS.

✓ Suspicious transaction and order reports (STORs) Their number stood at 290 in 2021, 4% more than in 2020.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

2. Market supervision (2)
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➢ Actions to supervise market abuse and correct price formation:

o Publication by issuers of inside information: the total

number of communications of inside information and other

price-sensitive information was 6,279 (6,284 in 2020).

o Trading suspensions (10)

o Market soundings (11 accelerated book builds)

o Treasury stock transactions (46 programmes in force)

➢ Short selling:

o In 2021, 4,619 communications of net short positions in

shares were received (25% fewer than in 2020), from 161

reporting entities.

❑ 8. Monitoring by the CNMV of the initiatives deriving from the merger of the SIX and BME groups.

❑ 9. 2021 marks the end of LIBOR and EONIA and consolidates the continuity of EURIBOR

❑ 10. Oversight of ESRB recommendations on anti-procyclicality of margin models.

EXHIBITS



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

2. Market supervision (3)
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➢ MiFID market supervision:

o Electronic trading. In 2021, the CNMV carried out several supervisory actions related to trading using electronic means on trading venues

(for example algorithmic trading).

o Fixed income. In October 2021, the CNMV authorised Spain’s third organised trading facility, Tradition OTF.

o Derivatives. Monitoring and analysis of the daily operation of the markets for derivative instruments (also in relation to situations of

market abuse).

➢ Benchmark indices:

o Supervision of index administrators, contributors and users. Competence entrusted to the CNMV since 2016. In 2021, the CNMV

monitored the activity of registered administrators and their compliance with the Regulations.

o Monitoring o the global reform of benchmarks. 2021 marked a milestone in the transition from LIBOR and the push for risk-free rates. In

June 2021 the CNMV organised the Third Conference on “The status of interest rate benchmark reform.”

➢ Clearing, settlement and registration

➢ A very large part of the work corresponded to the verification of compliance by the CCP with the requirements established by EU

regulations. In 2021, a new supervision methodology was applied.

➢ Additionally, during 2021 the CNMV carefully evaluated the liquidity risk involved in margin calls made by the Spanish CCP and how it

generally mitigates the procyclicality of its risk management system.

➢ The sharp rise in gas and electricity prices and the impact on the functioning of the CCP was reviewed.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

3. Supervision of entities (1)
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➢ Investment firms: As a result of the supervisory actions, 1,302 deficiency letters were sent to supervised entities (1,128 originated from remote

supervision).

o Rules of conduct and organisational requirements:

✓ Product governance obligations. Common supervisory action (CSA) coordinated by ESMA: The CNMV's actions (on a sample of eight credit

institutions) focused on the following aspects: (i) identification of the target customer group and distribution strategy, (ii) sales outside the

target customer group, (iii) analysis of the cost structure, (iv) exchange of information between producers and distributors and (v) product

review.

✓ Review of the technical guide for appropriateness assessments

✓ Horizontal review of internal procedures and actions in the area of internal whistleblowing by personnel of investment firms and credit

institutions.

✓ Supervision and monitoring of the activity carried out by branches and agents, and entities under the freedom to provide services regime.

o Prudential requirements:

✓ Entry into force of the new solvency regulations

applicable to investment firms (Regulation (EU)

2019/2033 and Directive (EU) 2019/2034)



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

3. Supervision of entities (2)
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➢ Management entities, investment vehicles and depositories Supervision was characterised by the performance of preventive analyses.

Supervisory actions focused particularly on the following areas:

o Product costs. The CNMV's participation in a common supervision exercise (CSA) stands out.

o Monitoring of the liquidity of CIS following the tensions in fixed income markets in 2020.

o Transparency. A great effort was made in the field of venture capital firms. In addition, a review of these entities’ online advertising was

carried out.

o Supervisory actions on several managers’ procedures for selecting intermediaries for fixed income transactions.

o Other actions:

✓ Updating of the question and answer document

on the CIS regulations and publication of an

additional document with questions and

answers relating to the new regulations on

sustainability .

✓ Circular on advertising.

✓ Technical guide on liquidity management and

control of CIS.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

3. Supervision of entities (3)
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❑ 11. Supervision and monitoring of transactions with CFDs

❑ 12. Analysis of key investor information documents (KIIDs) of venture capital firms

❑ 13. Adaptation of CIS prospectuses to the sustainability regulations

❑ 14. Impact on SICAVs of Law 11/2021 on measures to prevent and combat tax fraud

EXHIBITS

➢ Crowdfunding platforms

o Supervision of the situation and activity carried out by crowdfunding platforms (CPs). The financial situation of certain CPs was

monitored.

o Entry into force of the EU Regulation on European crowdfunding service providers for businesses. The CNMV has developed a simplified

manual for the authorisation of crowdfunding services. Its use is voluntary and its objective is to enable any CPs that so wish to adapt to

the new regulation. The regulation establishes a transitional period up to 10 November 2022, which could be extended for another 12

months.

➢ Cooperation in the prevention of money laundering: At the end of 2020, the collaboration agreement between SEPBLANC and the CNMV

was terminated. In 2021, the last four reports developed under this framework were prepared and submitted. Currently, the signing of a new

agreement is pending.

➢ FOGAIN (investment guarantee fund): In December 2021, the number of member entities was 176 (three fewer than in 2020): One notable

new feature is the inclusion of two non-EU IF branches as a result of Brexit. In 2021, FOGAIN continued to attend to requests for

compensation from clients of Esfera Capital AV.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

4. Resolution of entities
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➢ Resolution (preventive stage) of investment firms: The CNMV, as the resolution authority for investment firms (IFs), must prepare and approve,

following a report from the FROB and the competent supervisor, the resolution plan of each IF or group subject to supervision on a consolidated

basis.

❑ 15. Ten years of the FSB's key attributes for effective resolution

❑ 16. Implications of the new resolution framework for investment firms
EXHIBITS

o In 2021, the second cycle of preparation of the first resolution plans was completed.

o During the preparation of the resolution plan, the CNMV also sets the minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities (MREL) that

each entity must meet.

➢ Resolution of central counterparties:

o The Spanish CCP, BME Clearing, is one of the 13 infrastructures worldwide that is considered a systemic CCP in more than one jurisdiction.

o In 2021, an initial analysis of the financial resources

available in the CCP to deal with different resolution

scenarios was carried out.

o International activity: The CNMV continues to work

intensively in this area. Since May 2020 it has been

leading the development of international standards

relating to CCP resolution (co-chairing the FSB-

fmiCBCM).



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

5. Financial stability
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➢ Macroprudential policy aims to preserve the stability of the financial system as a whole by strengthening its resilience and mitigating systemic risk.

The CNMV has been explicitly assigned certain functions in this matter since 2016 (Internal Regime Regulation), but its work began much earlier

(2006).

➢ Analysis of financial stability and systemic risk. Development of indicators.

✓ Financial Stability Note: Market stress indicators, heat maps and risk sources, and financial risk categories. In 2021, market and liquidity risk stood

out, especially in certain fixed income assets.

✓ Monitoring of non-bank financial intermediation (NBFI). This involves quantifying the assets of NBFI entities and assessing their risks. It also

includes the results of the stress tests that are carried out periodically on investment funds: in the financial year last ended, in the most extreme

theoretical scenario, ten IFs would have had difficulties meeting redemptions.

✓ Leverage of alternative investment funds (AIFs). Required by European regulations (AIFMD).

➢ Actions in relation to the AMCESFI:

✓ Meetings of the Technical Committee and Council

✓ Working group on risks relating to climate

change

➢ Actions in relation to the ESRB, IOSCO and the FSB:

working groups in different areas: infrastructures, liquidity (markets, IFs),

IF redemptions, liquidity management tools, NBFI, etc.

24

❑ 17. Response of the CNMV to the recommendations made by the ESRBEXHIBITS



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

6. Investor assistance (1)
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➢ Complaints: 1,254 complaints were received in 2021, 1% more than in 2020, continuing the upward trend of recent years. The CNMV increased the

number of written complaints it processed to 851, 15.1% more, while reducing the number that remained in process. The increase (53%, to 179) in

the number of complaints in which the entity acquiesced or reached an agreement stands out.

➢ Consultations: in 2021, 10,421 consultations were attended to (-6.5%), of which 83.2% were made by telephone, 13.8% using an electronic form and

3% in writing. The average response time was reduced to 19 days.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

6. Investor assistance (2)
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➢ Warnings about unauthorised firms: 508 warnings were made (389 in 2020), which is a record in our environment, thanks to the consolidation of

new avenues of investigation to detect certain practices, which have been tested since 2019.

➢ Communication of possible infractions (whistleblowing): 1,153 reports were received (through five channels), 42.9% more than in 2020. 54.8%

were related to boiler rooms and 23.2% were received improperly. The communications led to two disciplinary proceedings being opened.

❑ 18. Action Plan against Financial Fraud: public-private collaboration to tackle financial fraud
❑ 19. Financial Education Plan 2022-2025.
❑ 20. New web portal of the Financial Education Plan
❑ 21. Advances in the incorporation of financial education into the school curriculum

EXHIBITS

➢ Investor training:

o Financial education plan. The Plan for the 2022-2025 period was

designed and progress was made in concluding new collaboration

agreements (there are more than 45 institutions). Work on the

www.finanzasparatodos.es portal was completed and a new edition

of the “Financial Education Day”was held.

o Training activities: (i) publication of new resources: Core competencies

for investors; 50 basic questions and answers on investment… and (ii)

participation in numerous conferences and seminars (webinar on

financial education)

http://www.finanzasparatodos.es/


II. CNMV actions in the securities markets
7. Disciplinary proceedings (1)
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➢ Disciplinary proceedings

o In 2021 sixteen new disciplinary proceedings were initiated (seven in

2020), relating to 28 alleged infractions (eight in 2020). Fines proposed

totalled €7.07 million. The number of proceedings concluded was 13

(with 20 infractions).

o Sanctions: 31 fines were imposed for a combined amount of €4.71

million.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

7. Disciplinary proceedings (2)

28

➢ Litigation department: judicial review of disciplinary proceedings and other actions:

o In 2021, eight appeals were filed with the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Digital Transformation against disciplinary rulings. Three of

them were rejected and one not admitted.

o A total of 16 appeals were filed with the administrative courts, 12 of them against disciplinary rulings. Of the 17 judicial rulings handed

down in 2021, 12 referred to disciplinary proceedings and confirmed the disciplinary action of the CNMV.

o The number of requests for collaboration with judges and courts was 133 (125 in 2020).

➢ Complaints: In 2020, a document was presented to the CNMV that was classified as an administrative complaint, regarding the alleged

breach of the obligations of information and evaluation of clients, in the context of cross-border marketing of high-risk investment products,

all relating to various foreign IFs registered with the CNMV under the freedom to provide services regime.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

8. International cooperation (1)
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➢ In 2021, international activity was marked by the lessons learned from the crisis arising from the pandemic, in particular, with regard to NBFI,

sustainable finance (with the creation of the ISSB – International Sustainable Standards Board – within the framework of the IFRS

Foundation), the work on digitisation and the increased supervisory convergence activity of ESMA.

➢ Participation of the Chairperson (C) and Deputy chairperson (DC) in groups.

➢ (C) March-21: Chairperson of the MISC (ESMA)

➢ (C) Jan.-20: Chairperson of the IPISC (ESMA)

➢ (C) April-22: Management Board (ESMA)

➢ (C) Vice-chairperson of the IOSCO temporary group on sustainable finance

➢ (DC) Feb.-21: Chairperson of the Sustainability Coordination Committee (ESMA)

➢ (C) Member of the FSEG (IOSCO)

➢ In 2021, the CNMV attended almost 1,000 international meetings (114 people).

➢ Requests for international cooperation: Requests received decreased by 8% and

those sent rose by 9% due to the increase in communications of suspicious

transactions or orders.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

8. International cooperation (2)

30

❑ 22. Information on sustainability in financial products
❑ 23. ESMA report on the independence of competent authorities

EXHIBITS

➢ ESMA:

➢ Supervisory convergence: (i) common supervisory action on the costs and fees charged by investment fund managers and on

improving the quality of transparency data in accordance with MiFIR, (ii) peer reviews, (iii) enforcement.

➢ Sustainable finance and digitisation: In terms of sustainable finance, the CNMV designed its roadmap for 2022-2024, worked on level 2

regulatory developments and made proposals to the EC on ESG ratings. In terms of digitisation, the technical advice offered to the EC

on digital finance, the work on cybersecurity and the reminder to consumers about the risks associated with crypto-assets stand out.

➢ CMU: The goal for 2021 was to expand the retail investor base and increase the number of listed companies.

➢ Governance: Preparation to take on the supervision of administrators of critical benchmarks in the EU in 2022.

➢ IOSCO: The most notable aspects were the strategy of closer relations with the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in relation to NBFI, the

lessons learned from the March 2020 crisis, sustainability and crypto-assets.

➢ Financial stability and systemic risks of NBFI activity: (i) analysis of margin calls, (ii) review of the IOSCO 2018 recommendations on

liquidity risk management of CIS.

➢ Financial innovation: In the framework of crypto-assets, the CPMI and IOSCO issued for public consultation a preliminary guide

which confirms and clarifies that agreements on stablecoins must observe international standards for payment, clearing and

settlement systems.



II. CNMV actions in the securities markets

9. Sustainable finance (1)

31

➢ Regulatory developments:

➢ The European Commission continued its regulatory activity in this area. Highlights:

✓ Proposal for a directive on corporate information on sustainability, published in April 2021

✓ Proposal for a Regulation on European green bonds

✓ Proposal for a directive on corporate sustainability due diligence (23 February 2022)

✓ Work in other areas that have not been regulated hitherto, such as the creation of ecological labels for retail financial products (a

project led by the Joint Research Centre)

➢ Effective application of the Regulation on sustainability-related disclosures in the financial sector

➢ Taxonomy Regulation: In 2021, various second-level regulatory developments were approved that help to specify some of the

obligations contained in the first level.

➢ Amendments to the delegated legislation of MiFID II, AIFs and UCITS to integrate the management of sustainability risks and

environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into the activity and management of these entities.

➢ The regulations published on benchmarks establish a gradual application calendar.

➢ There have also been legislative developments at the national level:

➢ Law 5/2021 of 12 April promoting the long-term engagement of shareholders

➢ Law 7/2021 of 20 May on climate change and energy transition
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➢ CNMV actions: The CNMV published various documents over the course of the year to facilitate compliance with the requirements and

adaptation to the SFDR, which entered into force on 10 March 2021.

➢ On 18 February 2021, the CNMV issued a statement along the same lines as that published by the ESA on 25 February and established an

urgent procedure so that the affected entities could swiftly process the adaptation of affected CIS’ prospectuses to the new obligations of

the regulation.

➢ On 1 June 2021, taking into account the issues and doubts raised by the sector regarding the practical application of the SFDR, the CNMV

published criteria to help subject entities with compliance.

➢ Among the criteria established, that relating to the use of ESG terms in the commercial names of CIS wishing to be considered ESG financial

products stands out. They may only include references to ESG elements in their commercial name if the percentage of investments that

promote environmental or social characteristics exceeds 50%of the investment.

➢ International activity:

➢ Participation in the working group on ESG Disclosures of the Consumer Protection and Financial Innovation Sub-Committee.

➢ Chairperson of the ESMA Coordination Network on Sustainability.

➢ Vicechairperson of the Sustainability Task Force (STF) of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).

❑ 24. IOSCO activity in the area of sustainable financeEXHIBITS
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➢ Fintech portal (innovation hub): Since the launch of the Fintech Portal in 2016, a total of 576 queries have been received. In 2021, 141 queries

were made, the most frequent relating to crypto-assets and blockchain technology (see table).

➢ Sandbox. The sandbox was launched in 2021 to facilitate innovation in financial services. It is part of a special regulatory regime allowing

regulated and non-regulated companies to try out those of their technology-based projects that are sufficiently mature and that are

applicable to the financial system.

❑ 25. First call for the sandbox
❑ 26. TIBER-ES framework for carrying out advanced tests on technological riskEXHIBITS

✓ In 2021, two calls were launched and the period for submitting 
applications for the third was published:

➢ Cybersecurity:

✓ In July 2021 the CNMV published Guidelines on Outsourcing to

Cloud Service Providers.

✓ Work in the National Security Forum

➢ Laws and regulations:

✓ Spanish: Circular on advertising of crypto-assets for investment

purposes

✓ European: The EC published its Digital Finance Strategy for the

financial sector.
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➢ Review and update of the rules of the internal regime of the Advisory Committee

➢ The corresponding section of the CNMV website has been redesigned (notably the composition and profile of the members)

➢ Publication of the reports issued by the Committee

➢ Start of a reflection period within the Committee to review the rules of the internal regime, which date from 2012. The new regulations

were approved at the beginning of 2022 (publication of all reports, whether mandatory or not, promotion of working groups and more

active participation).

➢ Actions by the Advisory Committee in 2021:

➢ It met 8 times and issued 25 reports (22 in 2020), of which 13 were mandatory and 12 voluntary. The increase in the number of reports

was due to the increase in activity relating to the transposition of significant aspects of EU law and the number of circulars and technical

guides issued by the CNMV in this period.
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➢ 2022 Activity Plan

o The 2022 Plan indicates that 91% of the objectives set out in the previous plan

were completed, notably the Circular on advertising of crypto-assets, the

Technical Guide on the management and control of the liquidity of CIS and

the publication of criteria on the application of the new European ESG

regulations.

o The strategic lines defined for the 2021-2022 period are maintained (rigorous

supervision based on investor protection and data use, promotion of capital

markets, promotion of financial sustainability and technological advances

applied to securities markets).

➢ Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the CNMV

o Fourth year of publication (provided for in the 2018 Activity Plan), with

performance and activity indicators.

o Objective: increase transparency in the institution's activities, performance and

efficiency improvements.

o Main result: r faster processing of cases, queries and complaints.

Indicadores de rendimiento                            CUADRO IV.1.2.1 

Ámbitos Indicador 

 2020 2021 

Autorización e inscripción de FI 93 expedientes 96 expedientes 

Plazo medio total1 1.3 meses2 1,2 meses 

Autorización de prestadores de servicios (SGIIC, SGEIC, ESI y 

PFP) 52 expedientes 50 expedientes 

Plazo medio desde la última documentación3 0,5 meses4 0,9 meses 

Plazo medio total desde el momento de la solicitud inicial5 7,0 meses 6,5 meses 

Correspondientes:   

Al promotor 2,4 meses 2, 3 meses 

A la CNMV 2,5 meses 2,4 meses 

A trámites de informe de otras autoridades  2,2 meses 1,8 meses 

Emisiones de renta fija para mayoristas 197 expedientes 120 expedientes 

Porcentaje procesadas en el plazo comprometido6   98,5 99,17 

Reclamaciones de inversores 1.242 1.254 

Porcentaje de reclamaciones concluidas en el año respecto 

de las presentadas ese año y las pendientes del anterior 
81,9 87,7 

Plazo medio de resolución de reclamaciones 76 días 68 días 

Consultas de inversores 11.150 10.421 

Plazo medio de contestación a consultas 22 días 19 días 

Expedientes sancionadores   

Plazo medio en la tramitación del expediente sancionador 260 días naturales 220 días naturales 

Plazo medio en la tramitación de las solicitudes de 

colaboración con los tribunales: 
  

- Remisión a la D.G. competente 5 días naturales 3 días naturales 

- Remisión final al tribunal 13 días naturales 16 días naturales 

Solicitudes de colaboración internacional   

Plazo medio de contestación 33 días 20 días 

Excluidas las comunicaciones de operaciones sospechosas 50 días 34 días  

- Plazo medio de contestación recibidas 37 días 25 días 

- Plazo medio de contestación enviadas 60 días 42 días 

Comunicaciones de operaciones sospechosas 6 días 4 días 

- Plazo medio de tramitación recibidas 1 día 1 día 

- Plazo medio de tramitación enviadas 14 días 7 días 
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2. Human resources and organisation

➢ Human resources and organisation:

o At the end of 2021 the workforce numbered 450 employees

(+3.5%): service personnel (8), administrative and IT operators (56),

technicians (361) and management (25).

o Training actions: 41 training actions in 2020 and 7,250 hours of

training. 72% of the workforce participated in at least one. 41% of

the workforce benefited from the language programme.

Plantilla de la CNMV: composición por categorías profesionales                       CUADRO IV.2.1.1 

Número de empleados a fin de cada ejercicio 

 2020 2021 

 Total Hombres Mujeres Total Hombres Mujeres 

Personal de Servicios 8 8  8 8  

Administrativos y operadores informáticos 53 10 43 56 12 44 

Técnicos 351 159 192 361 166 195 

Dirección 23 16 7 25 17 8 

Total 435 193 242 450 203 247 

 

Distribución de la formación por área formativa    CUADRO IV.2.1.3 

  N.º participantes 
Empleados formados  

(% sobre plantilla) 

Horas de 

formación 

Formación general 100 23 1.418 

Formación técnica 703 86 5.660 

Formación internacional 63 13 172 

Total  866 72 7.250 
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3. Finances

➢ In 2021, the CNMV obtained €68.5 million in revenue and incurred

€51.9 million in expenses. Therefore, the surplus for the year

amounted to €16.6 million, an increase of 3% compared with the

previous year.

➢ Ordinary income (mostly fees) grew by 5.5% mainly due to the

increase in entity supervision fees.

➢ Ordinary expenses increased by 3.4%. Personnel expenses grew by

3.4% as a result of the salary increase provided for in Law 11/2020,

and the increase in the workforce.

Ingresos por tasas en la CNMV                       CUADRO IV.3.2.1 
 

Actividad o servicio 2020 2021 
% var. 

21/20 

Inscripción de folletos y entidades 8.139,3 9.718,4 19,4 

Inscripción de folletos 3.559,9 3.120,4 -12,3 

Folletos de emisión 158,9 274,6 72,8 

Folletos de admisión 3.401,0 2.845,8 -16,3 

Fondos de titulización y fondos de activos bancarios 83,0 108,2 30,3 

Autorización e inscripción de entidades 4.333,1 5.796,6 33,8 

Autorización de opas 163,2 693,1 324,7 

Supervisión de mercados 20.554,0 18.418,7 -10,4 

Actividad miembros de bolsas y SMN 8.199,9 6.033,5 -26,4 

Actividad miembros de MEFF 157,1 144,8 -7,8 

Actividad participantes en Sociedad de Sistemas 4.704,7 4.810,6 2,3 

Actividad miembros compensadores de ECC 819,2 688,4 -16,0 

Actividad rectoras de mercados 1.224,1 1.210,6 -1,1 

Actividad entidades emisoras cotizadas 5.448,9 5.530,7 1,5 

Supervisión de entidades 32.982,9 35.714,6 8,3 

Supervisión solvencia IIC 12.549,6 14.239,8 13,5 

Supervisión solvencia sociedades gestoras de IIC y FT 172,7 178,2 3,2 

Sociedades gestoras de IIC 157,3 163,0 3,7 

Sociedades gestoras de fondos de titulización 15,5 15,1 -2,2 

Supervisión solvencia empresas de servicios de inversión 610,8 416,3 -31,8 

Supervisión solvencia capital riesgo 686,1 834,3 21,6 

Sociedades gestoras de entidades de inversión colectiva de tipo cerrado 113,2 121,6 7,4 

Entidades de inversión colectiva de tipo cerrado 572,9 712,8 24,4 

Supervisión actividad depositarias de IIC y ECR 3.135,0 3.656,7 16,6 

Supervisión normas de conducta de ESI, EC y SGIIC 8.914,4 9.106,1 2,2 

Comercialización IIC extranjeras 6.914,2 7.283,3 5,3 

Expedición de certificados 18,0 22,7 26,2 

Total 61.694,2 63.874,4 3,5 

 


